Introduction
The automatic discovery of patterns conserved in a set of bio-sequences is an important problem in molecular biology. A number of different approaches have been proposed (for instance, Staden, 1989; Smith and Smith, 1990; Smith etal., 1990; Roytberg, 1992; Neuwald and Green, 1994) . A discussion of the problem and an overview of proposed methods can be found in Brazma et al. (1995) . In 1995, we described an algorithm for discovering all patterns in a userspecified class of patterns that matches some minimum number of a given set of sequences. The algorithm was implemented in a program called Pratt.
The class of patterns that can be discovered by Pratt is a subset of the patterns that can be written using PROSITE pattern notation (Bairoch et al., 1995) . The user specifies a class of patterns by defining constraints on the degree of ambiguity allowed and the length and number of gaps. The algorithm exhaustively explores a search tree spanning the specified class of patterns, and reports the identified conserved patterns scoring the highest according to a defined scoring function. The search is pruned by not exploring extensions of patterns that are not conserved (if a pattern is not conserved, then no extensions of this pattern will be conserved). In the worst case, the algorithm uses time exponential in the maximum length of a pattern. However, in practice, it is often very efficient.
One weakness of Pratt is that it is not efficient when analysing sets of sequences which contain strong conserved patterns. A strong pattern is one that contains much information, and the probability that a random sequence (under some model) matches a pattern decreases with increasing pattern strength. When the sequences are relatively similar (i.e. closely related), Pratt will identify strong patterns and a large number of weaker, more general, versions of these (which we will define as generalizations of the strong patterns). For example, if all the given sequences contain the substring LSLVLSVCVL, Pratt will discover the pattern L-S-L-V-L-S-V-C-V-L, as well as a large number of generalizations of this (e.g.
L-x-L-V-L-S-V-C-V-L, L-x(2)-V-L-S-V-C-V-L,
The bigger patterns that are conserved, and the more general the user-specified pattern class is, the larger the number of weaker patterns will be explored. The reason for this is that the search algorithm used in Pratt contains no mechanisms to avoid analysing the large number of generalizations. Therefore, it will use a lot of time exploring all the weaker pattern versions which are contained in the user-specified class. This takes a large amount of time, and makes Pratt impractical for such cases.
In this paper, we propose an alternative way to define the pattern search. We introduce the concept of a pattern graph, and show how such a graph can be used to define the set of patterns to be explored. An efficient search algorithm is given, containing pruning strategies avoiding the exploration of a large number of generalizations of conserved patterns. This is accomplished by focusing the search on finding the highest scoring conserved patterns, which correspond to the least generalized patterns. For simple cases where no flexibility is allowed, pruning strategies are given that are guaranteed to maintain optimality of the search result. For the general case, heuristics are given that speed up the search significantly and seem to give close-to-optimal patterns in a set of test cases.
Using a pattern graph also makes it possible to incorporate information from existing multiple sequence alignments constraining the search to patterns consistent with an alignment. This may be valuable if the biological investigator has obtained a reliable alignment of some of the sequences in the family. For example, some of the proteins in the family may have known three-dimensional structure, and a structurebased alignment may be obtained for these (Taylor et al., 1994) . Another useful application of pattern discovery programs is to analyse the output of a database homology search program, in order to identify patterns conserved between the query sequence and some of the top hits found by the homology search [see, for example, Tatusov et al. (1994) ]. It is shown how pattern graphs can be used to make such a search efficient.
The algorithms described here are implemented in version 2 of the pattern discovery tool Pratt. To make it easier to distinguish between the algorithms used in the first version of Pratt and those given here, version 2 of Pratt will be referred to as Pratt2.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We first define the type of pattern that can be discovered, and the concept of pattern generalization for this type of pattern. We define pattern graphs, and describe algorithms for constructing and using pattern graphs to search for conserved patterns. In the implementation section, we give some experimental results. The results of Pratt2 are compared with those of the old Pratt for a few example sets of sequences. To give some statistics of the performance of Pratt2 when applied to a large set of example families, it was tested on all families in the PRO-SITE family database.
System and methods
For testing purposes, we used protein family data from the PROSITE database (release 13.0, November 1995) and protein sequence data from the SWISS-PROT database (release 33.0, February 1996) (Bairoch and Boeckmann, 1994) . The sequences belonging to each of the PROSITE families were retrieved using the Sequence Retrieval System (Etzold and Argos, 1993 
Terminology and definitions
The aim of the algorithms is to find the most interesting patterns matching some minimum number of a given set of sequences. The sequences are assumed to be given as strings over some alphabet Z. When protein (nucleotide) sequences are analysed, Z is the set of one-letter codes for the amino acids (nucleotides), and |Z| = 20 (|Z| = 4).
Defining a class of patterns
The type of pattern that can be found by Pratt is a subset of those that can be written using PROSITE pattern notation. A pattern P in the class that we will consider, can be written: When matching a pattern P against a sequence, each A, is to match exactly one symbol a in the sequence such that a is contained in A,, and each wildcard region \{ik tJ k)' s t0 match between 4-andjk arbitrary consecutive sequence symbols. The consecutive elements of a pattern are to match consecutive symbols of a sequence. For example, the pattern A-x(2)- [DE] matches any sequence containing a substring starting with A, followed by two arbitrary symbols followed by D or E.
We define the set G of patterns that can be discovered during the search as the set of patterns in the form (1) s is the maximum number of components, L is the maximum length of a pattern, 1^ is the maximum length of a wildcard region, 9 1 is the maximum flexibility of a wildcard region, N is the maximum number of flexible wildcard regions, and 9 : 9 ) is the maximum product of flexibilities.
Formally, given a 7-tuple, 95, G is the set of patterns
We see that for any fixed bounds 95, the set G is finite. For any such C we could use a naive algorithm simply generating all patterns in C and for each pattern check whether it is conserved in the given set of sequences. The time complexity of this algorithm would be linear in the sum of the lengths of the sequences. However, as C becomes huge even for quite restrictive bounds, for practical purposes we need a more efficient algorithm. For example, if \A\ = 20,3> = 1 = 10, and <W = <5 = 5X = 9^ = 0, then |C| = X,'°, 20' > 20 10 > 10 13 . If a million patterns could be checked per second, it would take almost 4 months to check them all. The naive algorithm becomes infeasible even for very restrictive pattern classes, hence more efficient algorithms are needed.
Generalization of patterns
Informally, a pattern P\ is said to be a generalization of another pattern P2 if it can be shown that any sequence matching P 2 will also match P\, and in this case P2 is said to be a specialization of P\. Angluin (1980) formally defined a <' relationship with the intuitive meaning 'is less general than' for a different class of patterns. We formally define a concept of generalization for our type of pattern.
Given a class C of patterns, a family of transformation operators -* for / E 11, 2, 3} is defined. Each operator can be applied to a pattern P in C, and produces another (more general) pattern P' in G. The operators are defined as follows:
1.
P -* P' means that P' can be obtained by deleting a pattern component c from P. If c is neither the first nor the last component in P, it is substituted with a wildcard x.
2. P -* P' means that P' can be obtained by substituting a component c in P with a less restrictive component c e A so that c c c . and transitive closure of c, and defines a partial ordering of the pattern set G. The defined transformations are a subset of the induction operators defined in Lathrop et al. (1993) . 
We use the pattern scoring function / defined for the Pratt program . For a pattern P, the function returns a real number l(P) calculated as the sum of the information contents of the components of P minus a penalty for the flexibility of the wildcards in P. It is easily seen that for any two patterns P, P' e G, if P -* P', then l(P') <, l(P). This means that / assigns the highest score to the least generalized patterns.
Pattern graph
A pattern graph is a directed acyclic graph G = {V, E) where the nodes V represent pattern components, and the edges E represent wildcard regions. A node v e V is labelled with a pattern component a(v), and an edge e = (u -> v) e E is labelled with the minimum, &(e), and maximum, 8'(e), number of residues to match the wildcard region defined by the edge. A path p = u 1, «2.
u n m G defines the pattern
We define the length of a path in a pattern graph to be the number of nodes contained in the path, and a path of length n will be called an /7-path. Since a pattern graph G -(K E) is acyclic, there exists a function index: V-»{1,...,|V]) such that for all edges («, v) G E, indexiu) < index(v) holds. We define the relationship -<cK x V so that u -^ v iff indexiu) < index{v). An example of a pattern graph is shown in Figure 1 . We define n(G, 6) to be the set of all patterns that can be C-generalized from the set of patterns in C defined by paths in G, i.e. It follows that n(G, C) is a subset of G. We choose to represent patterns obtainable by generalization operations of type I (i.e. removal of pattern components) directly in the graph, by adding 'by-passing' edges, and by allowing paths to start and end in any node in G. This means that applying generalizations of type 1 to any pattern defined by a path in G will produce patterns which all can be derived from other paths in G without using generalization operations of type 1. Therefore, we define the transformation operation t as a restricted form of t, as follows:
P~c P' if, and only if, P -1 * P' for some / e (2, 3)
andP -c P' if there are patterns P-P\ Pf. =P', for some k>\, such that P\~c P 2 ? ...~c P k . Finally, we define A(G, C) as the set of patterns in C that can be derived from patterns defined by paths in G using a sequence of c operators:
If G contains by-passing edges to represent generalizations
Depending on what kind of search the user wants to do, the pattern graph can be constructed in different ways: 1. If the user imposes no extra restrictions on patterns to be searched, the (n-k + 1) shortest sequences in S are concatenated into one string 5, and the pattern graph G is constructed from s. Any pattern matching at least k sequences in S, will match s.
2.
If the user has a special sequence q, and wants to search for patterns matching q and at least k of the sequences in S, then a pattern graph is constructed from q. For example, analysing the output from a database homology search, e.g. MPsrch (Sturrock and Collins, 1993) , q may be the query sequence, and 5 may be the best matches found during the database search. 3.
If the user has a multiple sequence alignment of a subset of the sequences in S, a pattern graph may be constructed from this, and the search constrained to patterns consistent with the alignment. In the current implementation, alignments should be given in Clustal W format (Thompson et al., 1994) . We first describe algorithms for constructing pattern graphs. Then a heuristic algorithm for searching f\(G, C) is developed, by first giving a simple depth-first search algorithm, and then introducing pruning mechanisms. Finally, the heuristic pattern refinement algorithm is described.
Constructing a pattern graph from a sequence
Given a set of bounds 3} defining a pattern set C, and a sequence s = s 1... si of length /, Procedure 1 constructs a pattern graph G. An example of a short sequence and the resulting graph is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 2 shows an overview of the pattern discovery algorithm implemented in Pratt2. As input, the user gives a set of sequences
Algorithms
and bounds 96 specifying a pattern class Q. The user also gives a minimum number of sequences k(k<n) that a pattern should match. A pattern graph G is constructed, and U(G, G) is searched for the highest scoring patterns matching at least k sequences. The highest scoring patterns are the least generalized (most specialized) patterns. Finally, the highest scoring patterns are input to a heuristic pattern-refinement algorithm, where more ambiguous pattern components may be introduced.
During the search, a block data structure is used to find all matches to patterns efficiently. For details on the block data structure, see Neuwald and Green (1994) . See Jonassen et al. (1995) for a description of how the block data structure is used to find all matches to flexible patterns.
Procedure 1
Let G contain one node w, for each character s, in s that is labelled with an allowable pattern component, i.e. J, e JL, and label node «,-with the symbol s, (a(w,): = $,•). Next, from each node u, make edges to all nodes u } for which i < j < min(/+ C W+1,1), and label the edge (w,-, «,) with (j-i -\,j -i-1). However, if sequence s is the result of a concatenation of the n -k + 1 shortest sequences, do not make an edge from M, to Uj if the characters s, and Sj originally came from different sequences.
It can be shown that the resulting graph G has the following properties: n(G, C) contains all patterns in C matching 5.
A Every pattern in I~I(G, C) matches s, and fi(G, e) = n(G, e).
Construction of Pattern graph
Construction of block data structure Search of patterns derivable from graph List of significant patterns
Heuristic pattern refinement
List of significant patterns Fig. 2 . Overview of the pattern discovery algorithm. The user inputs a set of unaligned sequences, and the minimum number of sequences to match a pattern, (i) During this phase, patterns are constrained to the class C defined by the bounds 98 given by the user. A pattern graph can be constructed either from the shortest sequences in S (1), from a special query sequence (2), or from a multiple sequence alignment (3). A search is done forthe highest scoring patterns in the class C that can be denved from the pattern graph. The block data structure is used to find all matches to each pattern, (ii) The highest scoring patterns found during this search are input to a heuristic pattern-refinement algorithm, where more ambiguous pattern components (from a list given by the user) can be added to the patterns found during phase (i). The refinement phase is optional. Fig. 3 . An example of a short sequence and the corresponding graph. Maximum wildcard length 'W is 2. As the node labels are unique, we identify each node with its label.
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Constructing a pattern graph from a multiple alignment
We need an algorithm for constructing a pattern graph G, so that fl(G, G) = n(G, G) is the set of all patterns in G consistent with a given alignment. We say that a pattern P is consistent with an alignment A if, and only if, there is a match to P in each of the sequences in A such that for each component c off, the sequence symbols matching c are aligned (i.e. on top of each other in A). It can be shown that Procedure 2 below gives a graph with the desired properties when no ambiguous pattern components are allowed. An example of an alignment and the resulting graph is shown in Figure 4 .
Before describing the algorithm, we need to define how an alignment is represented. Let A be an alignment of the sequences M',..., M m , and let / be the length of the alignment. In this example, the maximum wildcard length "W is 15, and maximum flexibility 3-is 2. As an edge from node 1 :R to node 5:C would give a wildcard region x(16,18), the edge is not included in the graph.
Sequence / is M'= M\... M\, and we call M\ they'th character in sequence M'. We represent the alignment by describing the columns, which are numbered from left to right. Column / in A is represented by a vector c' u .... c' m , where c' is /r if the /th column in A contains the klh character from sequence MK or 0 if the ;th column contains a gap inserted into sequence MK G is constructed by making a node for each ungapped column containing characters matching one allowable pattern component (step 1). and edges between nodes representing allowable wildcard regions (step 2).
Procedure 2
Step I: Analyse each column in the alignment A. Make a node Uj in G for column c' if (i) there are no gaps in the column (c' k ^ 0 for k = I, .... m), and (ii) there is an allowable pattern component matching all symbols in c (i.e. there is an a e A such that S' e a for k = 1 m). Label the node M, with the 'k smallest set a in A that complies with this requirement (by 'smallest' we mean the set with lowest cardinality).
Step 2: Next we make edges. Consider each pair of nodes », -_ Uj, i <j\nG corresponding to columns / andj in A. Let y and Y be the minimum and maximum number of sequence symbols in each sequence between columns / and j, i.e. y -
. If x(y, /) is an allowable wildcard region (i.e. if y, y 1 < °W and / -y < %), make an edge from M, to Uj and label it with (y, /).
As stated above, this procedure will give a graph with the desired properties when no ambiguous pattern components are allowed. Assume that an alignment contains an ungapped column with all symbols contained in some set a, but a is not an allowed pattern component (i.e. a £ A). If a is contained in at least two different allowed pattern components (i.e. a c a i, a c ai, and a \ a-± e A), and neither of these is contained in the other (i.e. neither a \ c 02.
n o r 02 c: a \), then there may be patterns in G consistent with the alignment, but not in A H(G, C) when G is constructed using this procedure.
As an example, let there be an ungapped column in the given alignment containing only residues D, and E. If A does not contain the set (D, E), but A does contain the sets (D, E, H} and | D, E, K}, then the corresponding node in the pattern graph will be labelled with either [DEH] or [DEK] arbitrary decision). Assume it was labelled [DEKl, then a pattern in C containing the component [DEH] will not be in Tl(G, G) even though it is both consistent with the alignment, and in C. When ambiguous pattern components are allowed, this type of situation can easily be identified, and the user can be warned.
Simple depth-first search using the graph A Searching for conserved patterns from I~I(G, C), is done by using depth-first search to explore a search tree containing all A patterns in H(G, G). The search tree is rooted by the empty A pattern, and contains all possible A'-pattems in fI(G, C) at depth k. A /t-pattem is defined by a /(.-path in G and the C-generalization operations (of type 2 and 3) applied, if any. The depth-first search has been implemented as a recursive procedure, taking as input a conserved A'-pattem P and the yt-path p in G from which P has been derived. A simple extension of a pattern P is a pattern P-x{i,j) -A, i.e. a one-component extension of P. All possible simple extensions of P that are in C, and that can be derived from a one-node extension of pathp, are generated. For each of these patterns, it is checked whether it is conserved. If it is conserved, then the pattern is analysed recursively using the same procedure. If none of the simple extensions of P are conserved, and if P has a high /-score, then P is added to a list of patterns to be refined.
How are the extensions of P generated? Assume that p = v 1,..., V£ is a path in the pattern graph and that there are edges from V* to ve 1, ..., w^. Each pathp/ = V| ..., v^, w/ defines a pattern P, = P-
For each pattern P/ that is in G, the extension -\iiij))-Ai is generalized by applying operations of type 2 to A/ and operations of type 3 to x(iiji) in all possible ways so that the resulting patterns are in G. All P\ that are in G, and all generalizations of these that are in C, constitute the set of simple extensions of P that are to be analysed.
In the special case, when P is the empty pattern (and p is the empty path), all one-node paths wi, .... U| V| in G = (K E) are generated. Each such path p -w, defines a pattern P(p) = a(v,), and this is generalized in all possible ways by using operations of type 2 to a( v,). All of the resulting patterns that are found to be conserved are analysed recursively. 
A
This recursive algorithm explores all patterns in Yl{G, C) and identifies the conserved patterns. Note that it prunes subtrees in the search tree rooted by patterns that are not conserved. Depending on the size of the pattern graph, it may be more efficient than the simple depth-first search method described in Jonassen et al. (1995) . In the following, we describe different strategies for pruning the search tree.
Pruning the search
Each pattern is defined by a path in G, and the generalization operations applied. If we know that the pattern P is conserved, then we are not interested in whether a generalization ofP (a pattern P" so that P -» P J ) is conserved. Therefore, we set out to find the highest scoring patterns. We restrict the problem to that of finding for each node w in G, one (not all) conserved pattern with maximum score derived from a path starting in u. Alternatively, we could have restricted the problem further to that of finding one conserved pattern with maximum score over all patterns in tl{G, G) (see Discussion).
Guaranteed pruning strategies for restricted cases
First, consider the search when no flexibility and no ambiguous symbols are allowed (i.e. A. = | (a (la€ Z), and 5 = 0). In this special case, a pattern is directly defined by a path in G, and the longest path will give the highest scoring pattern (because the scoring scheme rewards every identity pattern component equally). We note that when no flexibility is allowed, a graph constructed using Procedure 1 or 2 has the following property:
Property I: For any three nodes w, v and win a pattern graph; if node u has edges to v and w where, u -< v -< w, then there will be an edge from v to w.
Assumptions: Assume that we are currently analysing all patterns derivable from paths starting at node v\ in G. Also,
A-x-C-D-E-F-C A-x-C-O-ziai-C
A-x-C-D-x-F-G Fig. 5 . This is an illustration of part of the search for conserved patterns derived from the pattern graph in Figure 3 . Assume that the pattern P = A-x-C-D is found to be conserved, and that the pattern P" = A-x-C-D-E matches the same number of segments as P. If this is the case, we know that extending P in alternative ways (i.e. to A-x-C-D-x-F, or to A-x-C-D-x(2)-G) cannot give higher scoring patterns than the maximum score obtained by extending A-x-C-D-E.
assume that a node x at level k in the search tree has as its label the conserved pattern P x defined by the pathp = v\,..., v|-in G. Let w | -< w>2 -<...-< M' / be the nodes in G to which v* has edges. Extendingp with an edge w, gives a new pathp, = vi .... v ki wi.
A
In this restricted case, each pattern in n(C, C) is defined directly from a path in G. Therefore the node x in the search tree will have one child ,v, for each path p, such that nip,) e C, and node .v, will be labelled with the pattern P XI = n (p t ). If there are no edges from V* (i.e. / = 0), then P x cannot be extended, and if the score of P x is high, P x is stored. Otherwise, we define an ordering -< of the children A' I , ..., x/ of .v, so that A' , -< Xj if WJ -< WJ, i.e. the last node in the path defining the pattern P x j precedes the last node in the path defining pattern P XJ in the ordering defined by the -< relation. We explore the search tree by analysing the nodes x in the order defined by -<.
Let .v, be a child of .v in the search tree, labelled with P n -, and let Mp be the sets of segments matching the pattern P. Then, if |M/> V ,| = \Mp x \, we need not explore the subtrees rooted by .v, + i,..., A/, because these subtrees cannot contain conserved patterns scoring higher than conserved patterns in the subtree under .v,. This can be proven using Property 1 above. For an illustration, see Figure 5 .
In the restricted case where neither ambiguous pattern components nor flexibility is allowed, we can use this to cut the search tree, and still be guaranteed to find a conserved pattern having maximum score among ail patterns being derivable from paths starting from each node in the pattern graph. It can be shown that this strategy can also be used when ambiguous pattern components are allowed, and that under certain conditions the search will still be guaranteed to find a conserved pattern with maximum score. First, make the same assumptions as above. In this case, there may be several possible simple extensions of P x for each edge v* -> w, in G, because the label of each node w, may be generalized in different ways using operators of type 2 (i.e. there may be several allowed pattern components a s A, such that oc(n ; ,) C a). Below we define an ordering of the children of a node in the search tree. Assume that .v' is a child of node .v in the search tree, and that .v' corresponds to the path pi = v\ »/-, w, and the pattern P v -.v(5{Vyi -•w,-))-A derived from this path. Let Ind(x') be indexiwj), and let Amb(x') be \A\. We define a partial -<i ordering of the children of .v, so that .v' -<i x" 'f (1) Ind(x') < Ind(x"), or (2) Ind(x') = lnd(x"), and Amb{x) < Amb(x"). Two nodes / and x" for which (lnd(x), Amb{x')) = (lnd(x"\ Amb{x")) are ordered arbitrarily.
In the search, we analyse the children of x in the search tree, in the order defined by ~<2-If the pattern of child .v' matches the same number of segments as P x (i.e. if \Mp x >\ = \Mp x \), then we do not analyse the children of x following .v' in this order. Under the assumption that the limit "D 5 on the number of pattern components never stops the algorithm from extending a pattern, it can be proven that the algorithm is still guaranteed to find a conserved pattern with maximum score. This assumption will always be satisfied when 9* = JL
General heuristic for pruning the search
The pruning strategy above is extended to the general case, when flexible wildcard regions are allowed. In this case, the optimality of the search result can no longer be guaranteed. This means that the pruning strategy becomes a heuristic.
Make the same assumptions as above. Each child .v' of x in the search tree defines a pattern P / -P -x{i,j) -A, defined by:
(1) which node w, is appended to the path p, (2) which A e A (such that a{w) C A) the label a(n') of w is generalized to, (3) how the flexibility of the wildcard region .v(8(v;t -> w), 8'(v|. -*w) ) defined by the edge v|--> w, was generalized to give x(i,J). Now let lnd(x') and Amb(x r ) be defined as above, and let Fix') be j -i (the amount of flexibility in the appended wildcard region). Note that (1), (2) and (3) correspond to C-generalization of type 1, 2 and 3, respectively. We define a partial ordering -<3 of the children of .v, so that .v' -< 3 x" if: (1) Ind(x') < lnd(x"), or (2) lnd(x') = lnd(x") and Amb(x') < Amb(x"\ or (3) (lnd(x'), Amb(x')) = (lnd(x"), Amb(x")) and F(.v') < Two nodes .v' and x" for which (lnd(x r ), Amb(x'), F(x')) = (lnd(x"), Amb(x"), F(x")) are ordered arbitrarily.
This ordering is used to generalize the pruning strategy described above. The children of .v in the search tree are analysed in the order defined by -<3. Assume that P" is the pattern corresponding to a child .v' of x. Then, if
e. if the extended pattern P" matches at least a certain proportion of the segments matched by P), then we do not analyse the children of .v following ,v' in the ordering defined by -<3. The denominator T is a real constant greater than or equal to one, chosen by the user. As a special case, when T -1.0, and no flexibility is allowed, the pruning strategy reduces to the guaranteed strategy described above. By choosing different values for T, the user can adjust the degree of greediness of the search. A higher T value will give a more greedy search, i.e. the search will take a shorter time, but be more likely to miss high-scoring conserved patterns. Experiments indicate that for protein sequences, patterns with close to optimal scoring are found with T values below 5, but it is recommended that the user chooses as low T values as possible while keeping within acceptable time usage. See Figure  6 for a high-level algorithm given in pseudo-code implementing this search strategy. The idea behind this heuristic, is the following. When a big proportion matches P' (for example, I/W r l > -=£-for 7=2, 3,4), then we believe that P' is a real conserved pattern, and therefore alternative expansions of P need not be explored, because the ordering is defined so that the alternatives likely to produce the most specialized (highest scoring) patterns are explored first.
Using branch-and-bound to prune the search tree
We restricted the goal of the search to finding one of the highest scoring conserved patterns derivable from paths starting from each node in the pattern graph. If there is a way for us to know that some subtree of the search tree cannot give a conserved pattern with a higher score than a pattern we have already seen, then we do not have to explore this subtree. We describe two alternative ways to calculate upper bounds on the score that can possibly be obtained in a subtree of the search tree. 
Using dynamic programming to calculate upper bounds
Prior to the search, each edge in the pattern graph G is analysed. Each edge u -> v in G corresponds to a path u, v. The
may be generalized in different ways using operations of type 2 and 3. For each such generalization of P uv , we check whether it is conserved. Let Match(w, v) be TRUE if a conserved pattern can be derived from the path u, v, and let F(u, v) be the minimum flexibility needed to derive a conserved pattern from w, v. Using this information, an upper bound on the score that can be obtained for patterns derived from paths starting in each node in G can be calculated.
For each node u in G, we make a matrix S", so that S" r/ contains the maximum score to be obtained when starting a path from u, allowing maximum c components and maximum/flexible wildcard regions. If there are no edges leaving u, S"j-is set to /(a(«)), the information content (score) of the label of u as defined in Jonassen et al. (1995) . If there are edges from u to the nodes \>\ \'2, ..., v n , then:
where the function A: N -»{0, 11 is defined by
This calculation can be done processing the nodes in reverse topological order, i.e. processing v before « if u -< v. In this way, the upper bound values for a node are always calculated before they are needed for the calculation of bounds for other nodes.
The algorithm analyses all possible generalizations of patterns directly defined from each edge (2-path) in the pattern graph, and does a dynamic programming over all the nodes, calculating 
Using results of the search so far to calculate upper bounds
This algorithm can be used instead of, or in addition to, that described above. Searching for conserved patterns in FI(C, G), we find for each v a pattern with maximum score among those derivable from paths starting in node v. We choose to process the nodes in reverse topological order. Let P Y be the highest scoring pattern identified when analysing paths from node v, and let H Y be the score of P v . When we later analyse paths from another node u, u -< v, one possibility might be to extend a path p defining a conserved pattern P, to include the node v. If l(P) is the score of the pattern P generated so far, then the upper bound on the score to be obtained by any extension of p through v is I(P) + H v . If this is lower than the highest score seen so far (while analysing w), we do not need to explore this possibility. One needs to be careful if using this strategy when a lower threshold t on the pattern score has been set, as even if there is no way of deriving patterns with a score above / from paths starting in node v, paths starting from u and extending through v may still give patterns with a score above t.
Heuristic refinement algorithm
We use the greedy refinement algorithm described in Jonassen et al. (1995) , with the addition of some heuristics. The refinement algorithm takes as input a pattern P and the set of segments Mp matching P. It analyses the local alignment defined by P and Mp. Columns in the alignment within fixed wildcard regions in P, and columns following the last pattern component in P, are analysed in order from left to right. The refinement algorithm tries to substitute each of these wildcard positions with allowable ambiguous pattern components. For example, a pattern D-x(2)-E may be refined to the
A collection R of sets of amino acids are given, i.e. R = {R \, ..., RH |J,CI. When a pattern is refined, each new pattern component that is to be added has to be a subset of one of the sets in R. If, for a column w,, it is found that the wildcard position corresponding to w, may be substituted with an ambiguous pattern component r such that /• c^R, e R, and the resulting pattern P' still matches k sequences, then P' is a conserved refinement (specialization) of P. In the original version of the greedy algorithm, both P and P' were analysed further, only considering columns to the right of w,. Now, we use the same parameter T as for the general heuristics for pruning the search, and if IM P I > -=?-, then only P' is analysed further. Empirical results indicate that when T > 2.0, this speeds up the refinement phase significantly.
Complexity analysis
Assume that the algorithm is used to search for patterns conserved in at least k of a given set of n sequences of average length /, and that the pattern class C is given by the bounds 35 = {A, 9, JL, C W, 9, X, $9) . We give the complexity analysis for the case when the pattern graph G -(K E) is constructed from the n -k + I shortest sequences. The total length of all the sequences is L = O(n • I).
Time complexity
Prior to the actual search for conserved patterns, a number of steps are needed: Construction of the block data structure: For all pairs (a, i), where aei. and 1 < / < i,, find the set of ^-segments having a symbol matching a in position;'. There are O(L) JL-segments. and the time complexity of this step is
T\ =O(L-JL-LA\)
Construction of the pattern graph: When then -k + 1 shortest sequences are used for constructing the graph, this gives a graph with \V] -O((n -k + I) • /) nodes. Each node has got O^ + 1) edges leaving it. A constant amount of work is used for each node and for each edge, and as \V\ = O(\E\), the time complexity becomes
Upper bound calculation. All edges in the pattern graph are analysed: The time complexity of this step is where g is the maximum number of generalizations of a pattern component (i.e. g -nvd\^e^\{A'eA.\AQA'}\) . In the dynamic programming step, we calculate for each node a 9 • X matrix. Each node in V has edges to O(W + 1) other nodes, and as \V\ W + 1 = 0(|£|).
The total time usage prior to the search is:
and when the n -k + 1 shortest sequences are used for constructing the pattern graph.
= 0{( c W+\) • (n-k+\) • I • L + I • I •
Here we used that 9 = 0{L), and that 9-X = O(s 2 -V-L), which will normally hold. In the best case, the search step consists of running through all the pattern graph nodes and seeing that the upper bound on pattern score is below the lower threshold on / for patterns to be reported. The worst-case time complexity of the search itself is exponential in the maximum pattern length S 5 , which is the maximum depth of the search tree. The branching level of each node in the search tree will depend on g, L, C W, 9\ Jf and Qty. We have not been able to prove any better worst-case time complexity when the heuristic search is used. However, experiments indicate that the increase in efficiency is significant.
Depending on the parameters, the refinement phase may also use time exponential in the maximum number of pattern components. When a pattern P is refined, for each column analysed, an ambiguous pattern component may be inserted giving a pattern P', and both P and P' have to be further analysed. If Num patterns are to be refined, this take time
Using the heuristic with T values of 2 or above, it will be much faster, and probably be polynomial in the maximum number of pattern components. For the search itself, 0{9 • 99 • max(<W+1,111+1) • |Î o bytes are used. The space complexity is the same as that reported in Jonassen et al. (1995) , except that now we also need to store the pattern graph.
Space complexity
Efficient putlern discovery Table 1 . Data about the specific PROSITE families analysed, as well as parameters used when analysing them using Pratt/Pratt2. K is the minimum number of sequences to match a pattern that is to be reported, and Hf is the maximum length of a wildcard region 
Implementation
First, we give the results for the new search algorithm on some of the test cases included in Jonassen et al. (1995) in order to show how the new search algorithm (Pratt2) has improved efficiency over Pratt. A test case is also included where Pratt seems to go on forever, while Pratt2 gives a result within seconds/minutes.
Performance of the search algorithm
Data about three different PROSITE families are given in Table 1 . All three families were analysed using Pratt2 and parameters S = (A, 3P, 50, C W, 2,2, 10) where values for <3> and ty are given in Table 1 , and where A is the set of singleton sets, i.e. A = | (a|laeZ|. The results obtained when using Pratt and Pratt2 to analyse the three different PROSITE families are given in Table 2 . For these three families, in the cases where Pratt can be successfully applied, Pratt2 gives the same patterns as Pratt. In two of the cases (the ZINC_FINGER_C2H2 and SNAKE_TOXIN families), Pratt2 seems to find the highest scoring pattern for almost any 7-value. In another case (the DYNAMIN family), the highest scoring pattern is not found when T is increased. The data also show that the heuristic gives shorter execution times when T is increased. The increase in speed is small for the sets of sequences sharing only small patterns (e.g. the ZINC_FTNGER_C2H2 family), but bigger when the sequences are relatively similar, and big patterns are conserved (e.g. the DYNAMIN family).
Using multiple sequence alignments to guide the search
Experiments were carried out to show how the inclusion of information from a multiple sequence alignment affects the efficiency of the pattern search. Pratt2 was run with the parameters 3J given above and T = 1. We used the DYNAMIN PROSITE family for this test. When no alignment is given, a pattern graph with 301 nodes is constructed from the shortest sequence in the family, and Pratt2 uses 2 min and gives the pattern in Table 2 . Two different subsets of the sequences in the family were aligned using Clustal W (Thompson el al., 1994) with default parameters, and each of the resulting alignments was used to guide Pratt2's search for patterns matching all sequences in this family. The results are shown in Table 3 , and indicate that an alignment does not speed up the search significantly if it is between a set of very similar sequences. An alignment containing more distant sequences, in a sense, contains more information about what positions are likely to be conserved in the complete family than does an alignment between very similar sequences. 
All PROSITE families
As a test, we analysed all the families listed in the PROSITE database of protein families. For each family in PROSITE, we retrieved the sequences in SW1SS-PROT belonging to this family, and analysed these using Pratt2. A total of 1148 sets of sequences were analysed. We used parameters 9} = (A, 9> 50, 5, 2, 2, 10), where A is the set of all singleton subsets of I, and where S 5 was set automatically by Pratt2 to a value between 1 and 50, using a value as high as possible while keeping memory requirements within the available memory. The search heuristics were used with T -3.0.
Pratt2 identified patterns (having at least two components) in 1106 of the 1148 families, and patterns with a score above 10.0 for 981 of the families. Figures 7 and 8 show scatter plots of the running time versus the number of nodes in the pattern graph (Figure 7) , and running time versus the sum of the length of the sequences in the family (Figure 8) . We see that running time increases with increasing number of nodes in the pattern graph, and with increasing length of the sequences. When plotting the running time of Pratt2 against the number of sequences in each family, there was no such clear trend in the data. Table 4 shows the distribution of run times for all these families. More than 900 families took <10 s each.
Discussion
From the experiments we have done, it seems clear that the new search algorithm based on the pattern graph makes the search for conserved patterns more efficient. The results also indicate that the heuristics speed up the search significantly. especially for sets of relatively similar sequences, and still patterns with close-to-maximum /-scores are found. The first version of Pratt (Jonassen et ai, 1995) was very inefficient when applied to such sets of sequences. The new search algorithms presented here and implemented in version 2 of Pratt (Pratt2) makes Pratt applicable to sets of similar sequences as well as sets of very different sequences. Introducing the pattern graph makes it possible to use information from existing multiple sequence alignments to guide the pattern search efficiently, and it gives a natural way to use Pratt to analyse output from database homology search. We restricted the problem to that of finding, for each node u in the pattern graph, one pattern having a maximum score among all patterns derived from paths starting in u. We could have chosen to restrict the search further, to that of finding one pattern with a maximum score among all patterns derivable from the pattern graph. This could have given more efficient pruning of the search tree. However, the way the search was defined, patterns matching different parts of the sequences (corresponding to different parts of the pattern graph), may be found and reported. There may be several strong patterns conserved in the set of sequences, each of them matching different segments. Reporting several such patterns may give the user an idea about global similarities between the sequences. Also, there is no guarantee that the pattern having the highest /-score will be the one which is the most interesting biologically. Providing the user with several patterns matching different parts of the sequences, the chances are better that the most biologically interesting patterns will be among the ones reported. Table 4 . Running times for Pratl2 on the 1148 PROSITE families, searching for completely conserved patterns. We see that more than 900 families were analysed in less than 10 s each We gave two different algorithms for the calculation of upper bounds. Using the first algorithm, one can also label each edge in the pattern graph with information about which generalizations produce patterns that are conserved. These labels can be used during the depth-first search to limit the number of children to be analysed at each node in the search tree. Even though the algorithm is quite time consuming, especially when the pattern graph and g becomes big, it will often be cost effective because the results can be used to prune the search tree during the depth-first search. The second method may give tighter bounds on the score that can be obtained, and is very cheap computationally as it only involves storing results of calculations, which needs to be done anyway.
